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Preface
The Insurance Services Division of the Washington Department of Labor & Industries 
has produced The ABCs of Classifications in Washington:

	For employers, service providers and other interested persons.

	As a logical explanation of government rules about Washington’s workers’ 
compensation classification system.

The ABCs of Classifications in Washington does not represent or replace official 
administrative rules (WACs) that govern the administration of the workers’ 
compensation classification system in Washington State. This publication is intended to 
aid in the understanding of the classification system and how it affects your business. 

This publication will be helpful if you have or are considering a business in Washington. 
It should also be helpful to service providers and others who want to expand their 
understanding of Washington’s workers’ compensation classification system.
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Why do we need a workers’ 
compensation classification system?
Washington law (RCW 51.16.035) requires the 
Department of Labor and Industries (L&I) to have 
a classification system and rating plan. Since we 
have to charge employers something to cover their 
workers’ compensation obligations, we need a 
classification system in order to provide fairness and 
to charge employers based on their potential for loss. 
As a non-profit insurance carrier, we need to collect 
only enough money (premium) to pay losses (claims 
costs).

How does the classification system 
work?
The workers’ compensation classification system is 
a tool that we use to collect loss information for each 
industry we insure. We use this loss information 
to establish premium rates that employers in each 
industry will pay for their workers’ compensation 
insurance. Our goal is to produce fair insurance rates 
that reflect the hazardous nature of each industry. 
Employers engaged in more hazardous industries 
such as logging will tend to pay higher insurance 
rates than employers engaged in retail store 
operations.

How does our classification plan 
compare to plans used by private 
insurance companies?
Although our classification approach is similar to 
the approach used by private insurance companies, 
our classification plan differs. We believe the 
classification plan used in our state should be 
tailored to reflect the type of industries found in our 
state. Classification plans used by private companies 
are generally based on businesses and industries 
common to the United States and not any specific 
state. We believe our classification plan is more 
responsive to the employers we insure because it 
mirrors the industries in our state.

How many classifications should 
we have?
Without a method of distinguishing the different 
potential for loss that diverse businesses have, all 
employers would be in the same classification. The 
total cost of claims would be divided equally among 
those businesses. This method would produce 
a single average rate that all businesses would be 
required to pay. The effect of a single average rate 
approach is that the low hazard businesses would 
subsidize high hazard businesses. Such an approach 
would produce a premium rate unfair to most 
businesses we insure.

The opposite of a single average rate approach would 
be to assign a separate classification to each business 
we insure. This approach would recognize the 
uniqueness of each of those businesses because each 
classification would precisely match a particular 
business. Disagreements over proper classifications 
would be eliminated. While each “classification” 
would be homogeneous, few would produce stable 
or affordable premium rates for employers and they 
would not produce statistically reliable data for rate 
making purposes.
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How is our classification system 
designed?
We use a system of classifications, which are keyed 
to the businesses or industries of the employers 
we insure. Our system has over 300 classifications 
that price workers’ compensation insurance at a 
reasonable charge so businesses pay premiums based 
on the degree of hazard their workers are exposed 
to. As required by RCW 51.16.035, our classification 
and rating system is based on recognized principles 
of workers’ compensation insurance used by private 
insurance companies.

Do we assign classifications based 
on the nature of your business or on 
the occupations of workers in your 
business?
With few exceptions, we assign your business a 
basic classification, which is based on the nature of 
your business, rather than by the occupations, or 
operations of your individual workers. The premium 
rate for your basic classification reflects the duties 
and operations of all your workers. Having one basic 
classification assigned to cover all the operations 
makes record keeping and reporting simpler for you. 
(The exceptions to this approach are discussed later 
in this publication.)

If our classification system were based upon 
individual occupations, you would pay a lower rate 
for all your workers whose duties are considered 
low hazard, but you would pay a higher rate for all 
your workers who have duties that expose them to 
a greater hazard. The total premium you pay would 
not be decreased; it would only be redistributed and 
would require more record keeping on your part.

One of the major drawbacks to a classification plan 
based on occupation is that there is no common 
agreement or definition for each occupational title 
used by a business. Consider the occupational 
title “customer service representative”. Many 
“customer service representatives” work in an office 
environment assisting customers by phone; some 
work on the sales floors of retail establishments; 
some load customers’ vehicles in the yards of 
building material dealers; others service household 
appliances. Each of these types of workers is exposed 

to different work hazards; the only common thread 
is their occupational title and the fact that they work 
with customers. If we administered a classification 
system of this nature employers would be required 
to keep more detailed records. Our administrative 
costs would increase, as audits would become more 
complex and time consuming to perform.

We also believe that there would be an increase 
of disputes related to record keeping. The added 
dispute resolution, extra burden of more detailed 
record keeping, and the added costs associated with 
our audits would result in higher premium rates.

How do we decide what 
classifications to assign to your 
business?
We need enough information about your business 
operations to give us a clear understanding so we 
can determine the precise nature of your business. 
Take, for example, a company that sells baked goods 
to retail customers. It is important to determine 
whether the business bakes the goods they are 
selling or if they are simply selling goods another 
business has baked. Once we have determined 
the precise nature of the business, we will review 
all the available classifications to find the one that 
best describes the entire business. If the business 
has baked the products they are selling, we 
would consider a bakery classification or maybe a 
restaurant classification. If the business simply sold 
baked goods that another business made, we might 
look at a retail store classification. In most cases, we 
will find a  classification that specifically describes 
the business we are classifying.

To summarize, we will assign a single classification 
or several classifications, as applicable, which 
best describe your overall business operations. To 
determine which classification or classifications 
apply to your business, we will consider the wording 
of the basic classification as well as our list of general 
inclusions and the exception classifications.

To illustrate how we decide the classifications 
to assign to your business, picture the variety of 
delivery vans and trucks you encounter when 
driving on interstate highways. In this example, 
there is a company-owned truck delivering grocery 
items, a van that delivers parcels and packages, 
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a moving van transporting household goods 
for a customer, and a common carrier company 
hauling goods from one state to another. Even 
though the drivers of these vehicles are performing 
similar duties at the time (hauling goods/
driving on a freeway), we would not assign them 
the same classification. We would consider the 
overall operations of the businesses they work 
for and assign classifications based on the types 
of businesses. We learn that the truck delivering 
grocery items is owned by a retail grocery store 
and they were transporting goods from a central 
warehouse to one of their stores. We would look at 
classification 6402, which covers retail grocery stores. 
The wording of that classification does not require 
drivers to be reported in another classification so the 
grocery store classification would include the driver.

Let’s assume that the driver of the van delivering 
parcels and packages is an employee of a drug store. 
Drug stores are covered under classification 6406. 
The wording of classification 6406 requires that 
drivers be reported in classification 1101. Therefore, 
we would assign classification 1101 for the driver. 
Moving and storage companies are covered under 
classification 6907. Since classification 6907 does not 
exclude drivers, the driver would be reported in that 
classification.

And, finally, we would assign the interstate/
intrastate trucking classification 1102 to the common 
carrier trucking operation.

Does this same classification 
approach apply to building and 
construction contractors?
Yes. We use the same classification approach, but we 
modify it somewhat for contractors in the building 
and construction industry. We classify contractors 
by phase and type of construction since contractors 
do not always perform the same level of work on 
each job they contract to perform. For example, 
a contractor who builds and remodels private 
residences may frame the structure and work on no 
other phases of the project. On another job the same 
contractor may do only the interior finish carpentry. 
On still another job the contractor may install a wood 
deck or build a garden arbor. Each of these carpentry 
activities is covered under a different classification 
code. To ensure that contractor businesses receive 

the same treatment as other businesses, contractors 
are assigned classifications according to the phases 
and types of construction they contract to perform. 
Since some contractors specialize in one area of 
construction, such as plumbing, roofing, insulation, 
or electrical services, this classification approach 
mirrors that of non-contractor businesses. The policy 
of assigning several classifications to contractors 
engaged in multiple phases of construction may 
seem to be in conflict with the classification approach 
used by non-construction businesses. A closer 
look reveals that we have simply used the multiple 
enterprise classification approach for contractors.

To assist in our classification assignment process, we 
have published a Workers’ Compensation Underwriting 
Guide, which describes each of our classifications. 
You may obtain a copy of this guide from us by 
calling 360-902-4817 or you may access it online 
at www.Lni.wa.gov . Select “Find a Law (RCW) or 
rule (WAC). Then “Find a Rule,” “by number”, then 
select 17A.

How do we decide what 
classification to assign to your 
business if it is not specifically 
referenced in our classification plan?
Although we attempt to keep our classification plan 
updated, our current classification codes may not 
contain a specific reference to the type of business 
you operate. When this occurs, we follow much 
the same classification process as when a reference 
does exist. Assume you are the owner of a pen 
manufacturing business. We still need to determine 
the precise nature of your business so we would 
contact you for further information and learn that:

	you buy the ink stick or cartridges from 
another unrelated business

	some of your pens have plastic housings 
and others have metal housings

	you purchase all the plastic components 
from another unrelated business

	you manufacture all of the small metal 
components at your plant

	your metal manufacturing consists of metal 
stamping, using metal lighter than nine 
gauge, and extrusion processes
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	you also manufacture small boxes to 
package your pens

	you operate a printing department for 
printing your company’s logo and pen 
information on the boxes

	as a special service to customers, you will 
deliver their pens if they are within a sixty-
mile radius of your plant.

To simplify our process we have grouped the 
approximately 300 classification codes into about 
thirty-eight smaller groupings. In the case of a pen 
manufacturer, we can eliminate the groups that deal 
with farming, gardening, logging, mining, food 
processing, textile goods, leather, wood products, 
stone products, chemicals, construction, stores, and 
services. We narrow our search to the group that 
covers metal goods manufacturing. Within the metal 
goods manufacturing group we have:

	classifications that deal with the fabrication 
of structural iron or steel beams used in 
construction;

	a classification that deals with the type of 
plate metal that is used in making storage 
tanks and wood stoves;

	light weight sheet metal works such as 
heating and ventilating duct work; and 
finally, a classification that covers light metal 
products such as fishing tackle, jewelry, and 
scientific instruments.

When we consider the weight of metal, the processes 
of manufacturing, and the end product, we 
conclude that classification 3602, which includes the 
manufacture of fishing tackle, scientific instruments, 
metal buttons, and jewelry, is the best classification 
applicable to a pen manufacturer.

Again, once we have determined your basic 
classification or classifications, we will review the 
classification description and assign exception 
classifications if appropriate. If your business 
performs operations that are excluded from your 
basic classification we will also assign classifications 
to cover those operations.

What types of classifications does our 
system have?
Our system has two types of classifications.

	Basic classifications

	Exception classifications

Most are basic classifications that generally describe 
a specific type of business operation or industry 
such as mechanical logging, sawmills, aircraft 
manufacturing, or restaurants.

Since a basic classification reflects all the liability 
(exposure to hazard) of a business or industry, it 
should be broad enough to cover all the operations 
and occupations that normally occur in a given 
business or industry. Some workers in a business 
are exposed to very little hazard, while others are 
exposed to greater hazard. A classification that 
covers the nature of a business can be described as 
having a spectrum of hazard. The classic example 
of a spectrum is a rainbow. Just as the various 
colors blend to form a rainbow, all the operations 
and occupations that are common to an industry 
are blended together and included in a basic 
classification. This, in turn, produces a rate for the 
industry that represents an average of the hazards 
common to that business or industry.

We have identified certain operations that, because 
they are common to most businesses or industries, 
are included within most basic classifications. We 
refer to these operations as general inclusions. They 
are included in basic classifications — unless the 
language of a classification specifically excludes 
them. These operations are:

	Aircraft travel by employees, other than 
members of the flying crew.

	Commissaries and restaurants for the 
employers’ employees. However, such 
operations, when operated in connection 
with construction, erection, lumbering, or 
mining, will be assigned classification 3905 - 
restaurants.

	Manufacture of containers, such as bags, 
barrels, bottles, boxes, cans, cartons, wooden 
pallets, or packing cases by employees of 
the employers for use in the employer’s 
operations.
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	Hospitals, medical facilities, or dispensaries 
operated by employers for their employees.

	Printing, lithography, or similar operations 
of the employer when used exclusively for 
their own products.

	Maintenance or ordinary repair of the 
employer’s building or equipment when 
performed by employees of the employer.

	Pick up and delivery when done by 
employees of the employer in connection 
with the business of the employer.

	Sales of all products being manufactured by 
the employer.

	Warehousing, handling, packing, and 
shipping when done by employees of the 
employer in connection with the business of 
the employer.

	Testing or analytical laboratories when 
operated by employees of the employer 
in connection with the business of the 
employer.

Our approach of assigning classifications based on 
the nature of your business is reasonable for the 
bulk of your operations. However, we recognize that 
certain occupations have exceptional circumstances, 
so we have created exception classifications to cover 
those instances. Exception classifications are usually 
excluded from basic classifications.

	Some exception classifications allow 
employers to take advantage of a lower rate 
for their employees who are never exposed 
to the general work place hazards that their 
other employees are exposed to. The more 
common low hazard occupations include 
clerical office employees, certain sales 
personnel, and corporate officers. Other 
lower hazard occupations that are unusual 
for most industries include security guards 
at logging or construction sites, certain 
janitorial operations, and logging truck 
drivers who have no duties that are subject 
to a logging classification. The conditions 
that must be met to qualify for exception 
classifications are outlined in our general 
rules (Washington Administrative Code). 
If you have employees who meet these 

conditions or if you have questions about 
them your Account Manager can assist you.

	Other exception classifications require a 
higher rate because they cover types of 
employment’s that are high hazard and are 
not a common activity in most business 
operations. High hazard employments 
include aircraft, racing, diving operations, 
entertainers, and new construction or 
alterations of buildings or structures. 
Details of these classifications are also 
outlined in our general rules (Washington 
Administrative Code).

Can your business have more than 
one classification?
Yes. There are two approaches to assigning 
classifications to your business:

	Single business (enterprise)

	Multiple business (enterprise)

In the single enterprise approach we assign the one 
basic classification that best describes your business 
operations. We will assign additional classifications 
when conditions require or warrant them. We will 
use classification 6406 to illustrate this approach. 
Classification 6406 covers a variety of retail stores 
such as book, trading card, office supply, or fabric 
stores. All manufacturing, outside installation, 
delivery, and lunch counter operations are excluded 
from classification 6406. If you operated a bookstore 
that had a lunch counter, espresso stand, or juice 
bar, we would assign classification 6406 to cover the 
bookstore activities. If the necessary conditions exist, 
we would also assign a restaurant classification since 
restaurant or lunch counter operations are excluded 
from classification 6406.

We use the multiple enterprise approach when you 
operate two or more separate, unrelated businesses. 
To illustrate this we will assume that you have a 
logging operation and also operate a small retail 
grocery store. There are several tests that we will use 
to determine whether more than one classification 
should be assigned for your various businesses. Our 
first test is to determine if it is common for persons 
engaged in a logging business to also operate a 
grocery store. The next test is to determine whether 
one business operation could or would continue to 
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operate if the owner discontinued the other business 
operation. Other questions include: whether each 
business is conducted at separate locations; whether 
there are separate employees for each business; and 
whether separate books and records are kept for each 
business. If the answers to these questions are yes, 
we will assign several basic classifications to your 
businesses.

How does our classification system 
mirror the practices used by private 
insurance carriers in other states?
While we have tailored our system to reflect 
Washington’s industries, we follow the same 
recognized insurance principles used by private 
carriers. Those principles are:

	Mutually exclusive. Our classifications are 
clearly defined so that each business or 
industry fits in only one classification.

	Administrative ease: Our record keeping 
requirements are simple and easy to follow.

	Statistically credible. By monitoring our 
classification plan, we ensure that enough 
hours are reported in each classification 
to provide a meaningful statistical base. A 
large enough statistical base helps avoid 
sudden large increases or decreases in rates 
and keeps them at the lowest possible level.

	Homogeneous. (Pooling of risks with similar 
characteristics.) Although it is rare that 
any two businesses are identical, our 
classification plan recognizes that similar 
businesses have similar exposures to 
occupational injury and disease. Employers 
with similar operations and exposures are 
grouped together so each classification 
includes common exposures and carries 
a rate that reflects those exposures. This 
method of grouping ensures that the overall 
cost of the workers’ compensation system is 
distributed fairly among the businesses we 
insure.

	Responsive to change. Our classification plan 
is in a constant state of evolution to meet 
the needs of the businesses we insure. In 
the early 1970s, we had approximately 45 
classifications. Today we have over 900 

classification codes to track losses. In some 
industries, the evolution is gradual, and no 
change to the classification itself is needed. 
We recognize that the wording used to 
describe a classification may not have kept 
up with the advancements. However, as 
the industry conditions evolve because 
of modern equipment, new processes or 
materials, or changes in employment laws 
and safety standards, so does the experience 
upon which the rate is based. In other 
words, the changes in the experience that 
is used to develop premium rates already 
reflect new developments in processes, 
equipment, and technology even though the 
wording in the classification is unchanged. 
We strive to keep our classification language 
current. Although it may seem we could 
just change the classification wording 
as we encounter changes in an industry, 
Washington law requires that we conduct 
public hearings before we make official 
changes to the rule. We do this as a public 
safeguard and to involve business in the 
change process.

 It was only a few years ago that all logging 
in Washington State was done by chain saw. 
Today we see a large volume of our logging 
operations being performed by employees 
who operate processors, grapple skidders, 
harvesters, and loaders. Who would have 
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imagined, a few years ago, a change of this 
magnitude?

 The classification plan, through a series 
of main and sub-classifications, allowed 
us to track this information and create a 
new classification for this industry. These 
technological changes have resulted in 
premium reductions for employers engaged 
in mechanized logging operations by 
over 85% when compared to traditional 
logging methods. Another example of how 
classifications are ever evolving is in the 
area of manufacturing. The use of computer 
numeric controlled machinery has reduced 
the hazards of machine operators in many 
businesses, producing new classifications 
and reduced premium rates.

 As new industries develop, we receive 
requests from industry representatives for 
new classifications or for determination of 
proper classification assignments for the 
new processes. We evaluate requests to 
determine if there is a large enough group 
of employers to justify a new classification. 
Any classification must produce enough 
premium to cover losses. In some cases, we 
will create a new classification to cover the 
new technology. 

	Encourages accident prevention and loss control. 
By classifying employers by the nature 
of their business, each industry has the 
responsibility to control its own workers’ 
compensation costs. Employers may 
belong to a trade association, which usually 
offers safety or risk management services. 
If such services result in fewer and less 
costly accidents, that improved experience 
will tend to lower the base rates for that 
industry. If our classification system were 
based upon the occupations or duties of 
employees, the success of a single industry’s 
safety or risk management program would 
have little impact on its premium costs.

 For example, many retail grocery stores 
employ meat cutters. If grocery stores 
wanted to reduce the frequency of injury 
to their meat cutters, they might develop 
a safety plan that focused on proper meat 
handling, lifting, and cutting. Assuming 

the safety program was successful and 
reduced the cost associated with meat 
cutter claims, the rate for grocery stores 
would go down. If, on the other hand, all 
meat cutters, including those who work for 
restaurants, grocery stores, and slaughter 
houses, reported under a single meat cutter 
classification, it is doubtful that the grocery 
stores’ safety program would have any 
impact on the premium rates since grocery 
stores’ meat cutters would represent only a 
small portion of that classification.

How do we determine rates for 
each classification?
Because we use the business or industry 
classification approach, base rates for each 
classification are developed based on the loss 
experience of all the businesses assigned to the 
classification. The base rate is the average price for all 
employers in the classification.

Do all employers in a classification 
pay the base rate?
In practice, only a few employers pay the base rate. 
Most employers pay a modified rate, which we call 
your experience rate. An experience rate is the base 
rate adjusted by your experience factor. It produces a 
premium rate higher or lower than the base rate for 
the classification. So, employers with few claims will 
pay less than employers in the same classification 
who have many claims. Experience rating 
encourages strong safety and accident prevention 
programs. Details of how experience rating affects 
your premium are outlined in our general rules 
(Washington Administrative Code). Your account 
manager can also answer questions about your 
individual experience factor.

How do we administer the 
classification system?
Because the classification system is the foundation 
for the pricing of workers’ compensation, we believe 
that administration of the system is one of the most 
important responsibilities for us here at Labor 
and Industries. We use the information we collect 
on each classification (“its overall experience”) 
to predict future premiums. If our underwriters, 
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auditors, or the court system that hears classification 
appeals applied the classification plan differently 
to businesses with similar operations, the data used 
in setting rates for two classifications would be 
incorrect. The wrong payroll hours and claim losses 
would be added to the experience of the incorrect 
classification and the correct classification would 
lack this exposure.

We approach our administration of the classification 
system in several ways.

	Our Employer Services Section receives a 
copy of each application for an industrial 
insurance account. Account managers, 
who underwrite the policies, review the 
information that you have provided and 
assign classifications, based on the type of 
business or businesses you described to us. 
The account managers will contact you if 
they need additional information. When 
your account manager opens your account, 
or when they change or assign additional 
classifications, they will send you a written 
notice explaining your classifications and 
how to report your workers.

	Every quarter we ask you if there have been 
any changes to your business operations. 
We provide space on the Workers’ 
Compensation Employer’s Quarterly Report for 
you to provide this information to us. We 
have designed our program in such a way 
that it relies on your voluntary participation 
and communications with us. We find that 
it is more cost effective to operate in this 
fashion, but it places a large responsibility 
on you, our insured, to help us manage 
the classification plan and ensure that the 
premium rates you pay are equitable.

How do we verify information you 
have supplied to us?
We have several ways of validating the information 
we use in our rate setting process. If your 
classifications are correct, if claims of your injured 
workers are assigned to the correct classification, and 
if you have correctly reported your worker hours, 
the data we use for setting rates is valid.

 Surveys: A representative of our 
Classification Services Section may conduct 
an on-site inspection of your business’s 
work operations to:

— observe your work processes, raw 
materials, and machinery or equipment to 
learn new developments in your industry,

— verify that we have classified your 
business correctly,

— answer any questions you may have 
about your classification assignments.

	Audits: A representative of our Field Audit 
Section may perform an in-depth analysis of 
your reporting to:

— verify that you have correctly reported 
your worker hours,

— test our reporting rules and help us keep 
current with changes in record keeping 
practices,

— answer questions you may have about 
your reporting.

 Before conducting an audit of your 
business, our field auditor will notify you 
what years and quarters will be covered. 
After the audit, the auditor will share the 
findings with you and provide any needed 
explanations of reporting requirements.
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 We usually find that we have assigned your 
classifications correctly and that you have 
reported correctly. However, sometimes we 
need to make changes in your account.

— If we have assigned an incorrect 
classification to your business, our general 
practice is to apply the new classification 
retroactively if the reclassification 
results in a lower rate, and delay to a 
future quarter the assignment of a new 
classification if it results in a higher rate. 
(This practice assumes that you provided 
us with accurate information about your 
business operations when we assigned 
classifications.)

— If you have reported hours incorrectly, we 
will either collect premium owed to us or 
give you a credit on your account.

	Review of claims: We review the 
accident reports of claims filed by your 
injured workers. If the description of the 
accident does not appear to fit within 
the classifications assigned to you, your 
Account Manager will contact you for 
further information to ensure that each 
industrial injury is assigned to the correct 
classification.

Where can you obtain 
more information?
By phone:
360-902-4817

By mail:
Employer Services – Classification Section 
Insurance Services Division 
Department of Labor & Industries 
PO Box 44148 
Olympia, WA 98504-4148

On the Web:
www.Lni.wa.gov/ClaimsIns/Insurance
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Risk Class Code 
&

Overtime Eligibility 
Determinations

Guidance for our Small Agency 
Customers



• Gain insight into risk class codes (what are 
they and why are they important) and 
overtime eligibility criteria (who is exempt 
and why)

• Information about the forms we use (when 
to submit them and where they are 
located)

• Understand your role and responsibility 
related to both topics

Training Objectives



Washington law requires the Department of 
Labor and Industries to have a classification 
system and rating plan.  We need a 
classification system in order to provide 
fairness and charge employers based on 
their potential for loss.  L&I can only collect 
enough money (premium) to pay losses 
(claims costs).

Workers’ Compensation 
Classification System



L&I uses loss information to establish and 
adjust premium rates.

Employers engaged in more hazardous 
industries (construction) will tend to pay 
higher insurance rates than less hazardous 
industries (office work).

Workers’ Compensation 
Classification System cont’d



We utilize three risk code classifications.
4902 – State government clerical and 

administrative office personnel
5300 – State government administrative field 

personnel
5307 – State government employees not 

otherwise classified

Risk Codes



Perform administrative or office work?

Travel off campus <50% of the time?

4902

2018 Base Rate

Employee’s Payroll Deduction $0.09865 per hour worked

Employer’s Cost $0.3460 per hour worked



Perform field work that is primarily administrative, not 
physical?

Travel off campus >50% of the time?

Go to field sites to plan, coordinate, observe, gather 
information or check on work?

Perform occasional light physical work?

5300



5300

2018 Base Rate

Employee’s Payroll Deduction $0.09630 per hour worked

Employer’s Cost $0.3265 per hour worked



Perform hands on work while exposed to hazardous conditions or 
products?

Perform manual labor?

Work at a field worksite and supervise employees in the field who 
perform manual labor?

Operate machinery or equipment?

Perform manual work at a warehouse or production operation?

Regularly assigned to perform work duties at a field worksite or 
where there are hazardous conditions?

5307



5307

2018 Base Rate

Employee’s Payroll Deduction $0.28810 per hour worked

Employer’s Cost $1.5677 per hour worked



• Establishing and Reallocating a Position
• The hiring manager works with the Agency Director and the HR consultant to complete the 

Position Description Form (PDF):
• Exempt Position Description
• WGS - Position Description
• WMS – Position Description
• Information Technology - Position Description
• Once the allocation has been reviewed by HR, and budget has verified adequate funding, 

you can proceed with the Establishment or Reallocation.
• The PDF should be signed electronically by the supervisor and Agency Director.
• Review and determine position overtime eligibility.
• Review and determine the position risk code.
• The Position Action Form should be completed and signed.
• If there is an incumbent in the position, the Personnel/Payroll Data Sheet (PPDS) should 

be completed and signed.
• Email ALL forms to the Small Agency HR Mailbox for processing.
• HR will finalize the PDF and update Human Resource Management System (HRMS).
• HR will inform the manager of the position number (if new position).

Your Role

http://hr.wa.gov/more/SmallAgencyAssistance/Pages/Agency-Assignments.aspx
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/ExemptPositionDescription.doc
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/WGSPositionDescription.doc
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/WMSPositionDescription.doc
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/IT_Pos_Desc_20150109.docx
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/OvertimeEligibilityReviewRecommendation%206-23-11.doc
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-Form-RiskClassForm.docx
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-FormPositionForm.docx
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-FormPersonnelPayrollDataSheetPPDS.docx
mailto:saa@des.wa.gov


Let’s review the form -

Risk Code Form

Risk Code Classification Form

https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-Form-RiskClassForm.docx


Review the position descriptions provided.  

Using the Risk Code Classification Form, 
determine which code is appropriate.

Exercise!



Questions?

Risk Code Determinations



The federal overtime provisions are 
contained in the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA).  
Section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA provides an 
exemption from overtime pay for employees 
with specific job duties.

Fair Labor Standards Act



Tests for Exemption:
• Salary Level
• Job Duties

FLSA OT Exemptions



Salary Level:
• Minimum Salary - $455 per week
• Salaried employee, not Hourly

– Exception to this rule is for the Computer 
Duties exemption to be addressed later

FLSA OT Exemptions



Job Duties – Applicable Categories for 
Exemptions:
• Executive
• Administrative
• Professional
• Computer Duties

FLSA OT Exemptions



Executive:
• Primary duty is management of the enterprise in which 

the employee is employed or of a customarily recognized 
department of subdivision

• Regularly directs the work of two or more other 
employees 

AND
• Has the authority to hire or fire other employees or 

whose suggestions and recommendations as to hiring, 
firing, etc. are given particular weight.

FLSA OT Exemptions



Administrative:
• Primary duty is performance of office or non-manual 

work directly related to the management or general 
business operations of the employer or the employer’s 
customers

AND
• Primary duty includes the exercise of discretion and 

independent judgment with respect to matters of 
significance.

FLSA OT Exemptions



Professional:
• Primary duty is performance of work requiring knowledge 

of an advanced type in a field of science or learning 
customarily acquired by a prolonged course of 
specialized intellectual instruction

OR
• Primary duty is the performance of work requiring 

invention, imagination, originality, or talent in a 
recognized field of creative endeavor.

FLSA OT Exemptions



Computer Duties:
Computer systems analysts, computer programmers, 
software engineers, or other similarly skilled workers in the 
computer field if primary duty consists of:
• Application of systems analysis techniques and 

procedures
• Design, development, documentation, analysis, or 

modification of computer systems or programs

FLSA OT Exemptions



• Establishing and Reallocating a Position
• The hiring manager works with the Agency Director and the HR consultant to complete the 

Position Description Form (PDF):
• Exempt Position Description
• WGS - Position Description
• WMS – Position Description
• Information Technology - Position Description
• Once the allocation has been reviewed by HR, and budget has verified adequate funding, 

you can proceed with the Establishment or Reallocation.
• The PDF should be signed electronically by the supervisor and Agency Director.
• Review and determine position overtime eligibility.
• Review and determine the position risk code.
• The Position Action Form should be completed and signed.
• If there is an incumbent in the position, the Personnel/Payroll Data Sheet (PPDS) should 

be completed and signed.
• Email ALL forms to the Small Agency HR Mailbox for processing.
• HR will finalize the PDF and update Human Resource Management System (HRMS).
• HR will inform the manager of the position number (if new position).

Your Role

http://hr.wa.gov/more/SmallAgencyAssistance/Pages/Agency-Assignments.aspx
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/ExemptPositionDescription.doc
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/WGSPositionDescription.doc
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/WMSPositionDescription.doc
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/IT_Pos_Desc_20150109.docx
https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/OvertimeEligibilityReviewRecommendation%206-23-11.doc
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-Form-RiskClassForm.docx
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-FormPositionForm.docx
https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/HRPayroll/SmallAgencyServices/HR-FormPersonnelPayrollDataSheetPPDS.docx
mailto:saa@des.wa.gov


Let’s review the form -

OT Eligibility Form

OT Eligibility Review and 
Recommendation Form

https://ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/shr/Forms%20and%20Publications/DOP%20Forms/OvertimeEligibilityReviewRecommendation%206-23-11.doc


Review the position descriptions provided.  

Using the OT Eligibility Review and 
Recommendation Form, determine whether 
the position is overtime eligible or overtime 
exempt.

Exercise!



Questions?

Thank you























 
 
 
 

Overtime Determination 
Workshop 
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Overtime Eligibility 
Review and Recommendation 

Complete each section below to show that the analysis was done to make a proper determination, as more than one 
exemption may apply. If none apply, the position will be considered overtime eligible. Disclaimer: This worksheet does not 
replace the position’s full analysis of duties on file. 
 
For more information see Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) Sections 13(a) (1) and (17) at: 
http://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime_pay.htm and http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/fairpay/fact_exemption.htm. 
Position Information 
Date: 
      

Class Title: 
      

Position Number: 
      

Incumbent’s Name (If filled position): 
      

Supervisor’s Name: 
      

Salary Test 
Is the employee paid on a salary basis (not hourly) of at least $455 per week, regardless of the number 
of hours worked? (See Overtime Eligibility Guidance on page 2.) If the answer is No, the analysis is 
complete. Sign and date on page 2. 

Yes    No  

Administrative Exemption – Answer to all questions must be yes to qualify for this exemption. 
Do the employee’s primary duties consist of office or non-manual work directly related to the 
management or general business operations of the agency? 

Yes    No  

Is the employee’s office or non-manual work directly related to management policies or general 
business operations of the employer? 

Yes    No  

Does the position require the exercise of discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters 
of significance? 

Yes    No  

Professional Exemption – Is the primary duty one or more of the following? 
Performance of work requiring advanced knowledge in a field of science or learning customarily 
acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study. (Work which is 
predominantly intellectual and requires consistent exercise of discretion and judgment.) 

Yes    No  

Work requiring invention, imagination or talent in a recognized field of artistic endeavor. Yes    No  
Executive Exemption – Answer to all questions must be yes to qualify for this exemption. 
Does the employee regularly supervise at least two employees? (If the employee supervises part-time 
employees, they must aggregate to at least two full-time employees.) 

Yes    No  

Is the employee in charge of a department, division, or other permanent organizational unit? Yes    No  

Are the employee’s primary duties managerial or supervisory in nature? Yes    No  

Does the employee have the authority to hire or fire other employees; or, whose suggestions and 
recommendation as to the hiring, firing, advancement, promotion, or any other change of status of other 
employees are given particular weight? 

Yes    No  

Computer Worker Exemption – Is the primary duty one or more of the following? (See FLSA section 13(a) (17)) 

Application of systems analysis techniques and procedures, including consulting with users to 
determine hardware, software or system functional specifications. 

Yes    No  

Design, development, documentation, analysis, creation, testing or modification of computer systems or 
programs, including prototypes, based on and related to user or system design specifications. 

Yes    No  

Design, documentation, testing, creation or modification of computer programs related to machine 
operations systems. 

Yes    No  

http://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime_pay.htm
http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/fairpay/fact_exemption.htm
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Date: 
      

HR Designee’s Name & Title: 
      

HR Designee’s Signature 
      

Include information used in the analyses along with an explanation of their relevance and/or applicability. Indicate if the 
employee, supervisor, manager or deputy assisted with the evaluation. 
      
Exemption Determination and Rationale:  
      
Exemption Status:  

 OT Exempt  If yes, select categories from the Primary Exemption and Secondary Exemption, if applicable.  
Primary Exemption                                         Secondary Exemption                                     

 OT Eligible  
 

Overtime Eligibility Guidance 
Additional considerations for the salary test: 

• The employee’s salary must be free from reduction for absences caused by witness service, jury duty, or 
temporary military service. 

• The employee’s salary must be free from reduction based on quantity or quality of work performed. 
• The employee’s salary is free from deduction for disciplinary suspensions of less than a full workweek (except for 

infractions involving matters of major safety significance). 
 
 Primary is defined as the principal, main, major, or most important duty that the employee performs. 
 
 Directly Related to Management or General Business Operations: an employee must perform work directly related 
to assisting with the running or servicing of the business, This includes, but is not limited to, quality control; purchasing & 
procurement; computer network, internet and database administration; tax, finance, accounting, auditing, & budgeting; 
advertising, marketing, & research; safety & health; personnel management, human resources, employee benefits & labor 
relations; public relations & government relations; legal & regulatory compliance. 
 
 Discretion and Independent Judgment: The following ten factors were developed for guidance on whether an 
employee exercises “discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of significance”. 
 

1. Does the employee have authority to formulate, effect, interpret or implement management policies or 
operating practices? 

2. Does the employee carry out major assignments in conducting the operations of the business? 
3. Does the employee perform work that affects business operations to a substantial degree, even if the 

employee’s assignments are related to operations of a particular segment of the business? 
4. Does the employee have authority to commit the employer in matters that have significant impact? 
5. Does the employee have authority to waive or deviate from established policies or procedures without prior 

approval? 
6. Does the employee have authority to negotiate and bind the company on significant matters? 
7. Does the employee provide consultation or expert advice to management? 
8. Is the employee involved in planning long- or short-term business objectives? 
9. Does the employee investigate and resolve matters of significance on behalf of management? 
10. Does the employee represent the company in handling complaints, arbitrating disputes or resolving 

grievances? 
 
 Work requiring knowledge of an advanced type: Department of Labor provides the following two factors for 
consideration 
 

1. The standard prerequisite for trained entry into the job must be “specialized academic training”, and 
2. Employees who work in such a profession must either possess an advanced degree or have substantially the 

same knowledge level and perform substantially the same work as the degreed employees. 
 
The learned professional exemption is not available for occupations that may be performed with: 

• Only the general knowledge acquired by an academic degree. 
• Knowledge acquired through an apprenticeship. 
• Training in the performance of routine mental, manual, mechanical or physical processes. 

The exemption also does not apply to occupations in which most employees acquire skill by experience. 



































































May 5, 2018 

Risk Code and Overtime determination Training - Questions and Answers 

Risk Code Section: 

Q: What does “potential for loss” mean? 
 A: Potential for loss means the potential that a position will result in time loss payments. It also  
 refers to the cost for any medical care associated with a filed injury claim, and any amount of 
 cost that is deducted from the insurance fund. 

 Q: For an employee who has a home office in Eastern WA, how do we calculate travel time?  
 A: Travel is calculated based off the employee’s home office location. For example, if the  
 employee travels four times per year to the Olympia, WA office, but has limited travel  
 otherwise, the travel associated with the position doesn’t constitute more than 50%. 

Q: Is there a definition of “light physical work”? 
 A: For example, occasionally moving a box or setting up a traffic cone.   

Q: Is it a requirement to retain the completed Risk Class Form in the position files? 
 A: It is not required. However, it is recommended to complete and store this form within the  
 position files to memorialize that the agency completed the due process to establish an accurate  
 risk code for each position. 

Q: How does L&I determine risk code compliance?  
 A: Yes L&I can audit an agency if they believe employees are not classified properly.  Typically, it 
 would be related to an injured employee’s worker comp claim; for example if someone  
 classified as 4902 was injured operating a bulldozer.  L&I is able to levy fines for incorrect  
 classification, but they usually reserve fines for egregious misrepresentation.   

Q: Are there fines for misclassifying a position? 
 A: No, there would not be a fine. However, it would affect the agency experience rating and  
 may adjust your agency’s rates for the next 3-year rate period.  

Q: If I need to make a change to an existing position’s risk code, what forms should I submit? 
 A: Submit a PPDS form. DES has chosen to make these changes “today forward,” to eliminate a  
 retroactive change in pay for an employee. 
 Note: If you are evaluating a change in risk code for a position, be sure to reach out to your  
 assigned DES HR Consultant before taking action. There are notification processes that will need 
 to be followed prior to taking action. 

Tip: Risk codes apply to all categories of state positions: WGS, WMS and Exempt from civil service 
employees.  

 

Overtime Section: 

Q: Are all hourly positions overtime eligible? 
 A: Hourly positions are generally always eligible for overtime. With rare exceptions. If you have a  
 question about whether an hourly position is overtime eligible or exempt, reach out to your  
 assigned DES HR Consultant. 



May 5, 2018 

Q: Can salaried positions be either eligible or exempt from overtime? 
 A: Yes, salaried positions can be either eligible for, or exempt from, overtime pay. 

Q: Should I keep the overtime form in the agency position files? 
 A: DES HR recommends using the overtime eligibility form going forward and keeping it in your  
 agency position files. It would be helpful in the event of an audit, to determine compliance with  
 FLSA.  

Q: If our agency doesn’t approve overtime, should we code the position as overtime eligible or overtime 
exempt? 
 A: The agency does have the authority to establish expectations with overtime eligible  
 employees that all overtime should be pre-approved. However, you still want to code the  
 position accurately. If the position is overtime eligible, code it as such. 

Q: If I need to make a change to overtime eligibility of a position, what form do I need to submit? 
 A: Submit a Position Action Form (PAF).  
 Note: If you are evaluating a change in overtime eligibility, be sure to reach out to your assigned  
 DES HR Consultant before taking action. Some changes will need to be routed to State HR. 

Tip: Don’t confuse position exemption from civil service rules and overtime exemption status.  
 We are covering the Fair Labor Standards Act Overtime Exemption criteria. Whether a position is  
 eligible to receive overtime pay, or is determined to be exempt from receiving overtime pay.  

Tip: On the overtime exemption form, if you choose “no” on the salary test, then the position is  
 automatically overtime eligible. For the exemptions, all boxes must be checked “yes” in order  
 for the exemption to apply (with exception of the Professional Exemption, in which it can be  
 either box, but does not need to be both). 

 



 
 
 
 

Risk Code Determination 
Workshop 



How to look up assigned worker’s comp rates through Labor & Industries: 

Step 1: 
Go to http://www.lni.wa.gov/ 

Step 2:  

Click on the “Look up an employer’s workers’ comp account’ link on the right side of the home screen. 

 

Step 3:  

Click on the “Verify a Contractor, Tradesperson or Business” link 

 

Step 4:  

Select your search by option from the drop down menu. For this example, we used the company’s WA 
UBI #. 

 

After you enter the business license number the business will populate. Click on it. 

 

 

http://www.lni.wa.gov/


Step 5: 

Under the “Worker’s Comp” header, click the “Workers’ comp rates” hyperlink 

 

This will bring up the page that lists all of the worker’s comp rates assigned to your agency. 
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